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Ø03
The southern island, Ø03 (Island03) is established in front of the high school, the
primary school and the public library. In connection to the location the island is
focussed on play and learning. A small observation tower allows kids to climb up
and get the views of the canal and WIFI makes it possible to study on the island
and lockers hidden in the benches give the school the opportunity to store fish nets
and small boats. By the island are luminous reeds, which give the island a special
character by night.
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Island:02

Three circular wooden islands
Three circular wooden islands in the canal were built in order to
create better opportunities for outdoor activities and invite the public to stay and hang out in ’Sivegaden’ in Ørestad.

The circular shape and natural materials creates kinship between
the three islands, and are in contrast to the district’s angular
buildings and modernist glass architecture. By focusing on water,
nature and new opportunities in the islands the areas’ original and
essential qualities are embraced. The islands occur as three individual oases that spread outwards from the island’s centre, climb
onto the land and invite you to use.

Island:03

Island:03

The islands bind the stretch together both longitudinally and laterally and are located in relation to the movements in the street so
that they support the needs in the area and create new experiences along the entire stretch.
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The Competition

ORT

Open Research Team

W: www.cargocollective.com/openresearchteam
E: open.research.team@gmail.com

The assignment was an idea-based competition issued by the
developing company of Ørestad, By & Havn (CPH City & Port
Development) and won by Open Research Team (ORT). The
aim of the competition was to connect the long stretch by creating a coherent, narrative flow that united the street, water and
the area underneath the high line.
The competition asked for an idea with a budget around
670.000 EUR.
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